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1

enews

Tthere are NO holidays that originate from history that are culturally 
pristine. All arise from biologically driven: survival growth birth death. We 
as a collective 'humanity' have pagan roots, and much of humanity still 
practice pagan rites.... we are animals with choice, that is the good news.

The great thing is that we have the 'knowledge of good and evil' the 
"choice" to sanctify the previously practiced pagan rites using our cerebral 
cortex, thus bringing those practices out of the pagan (barbaric and evil 
biological and temporal) realm into a spiritual (good for humanity good for 
life good for the planet and our own physical well being) realm  -- the 
proverbial and wise "overcoming evil with good"  which moves the 
celebrations into a spiritual space.....  an opportunity to create a better 
temporal, physical realm...  

While the initial celebratory events (territoriality, foraging, reproduction, pair-bonding, fertility show 
up as easter, chrismas, solstices, new year, halloween, thanksgiving, ramadan, rosh hashana, 
kwanza, etc etc, began as a pagan rituals and biological acts  based on survival and greed, and the 
gradual transliteration of the celebrations into holidays (HOLY DAYS) i.e. into a spiritual moral 
sanctified realm has certainly been transparent. Anyone can look at history and observe their origins 
and progress of gradual and intermittent transformation to the spiritual (HOLY DAY) realm. 

The problem lies not in our feeble attempts at transliteration of the pagan (often evil) celebrations to 
spiritually sanctified acts and celebrations (good and thankful, praiseworthy, giving, moral and 
charitable ) but that once that process has begun, it ebbs and flows back and forth from the carnal 
to the spiritual realm depending who is in control of society at the time (dictators, benevolent 
monarchs, self serving communists, egomaniacs, greedy capitalists)

Originally, pressures for survival determined how 'carnal' the holidays were, with sacrifice, hoarding, 
gnashing of teeth. Now hungry capitalists religious fanatics or complacent and self absorbed 
atheists supremicists etc including racial fanatics, keep the HOLY DAYS out of the spiritual and in 
the carnal, pagan realm.  

Each individual makes their own choice, every day and every holiday whether to live carnally or in 
sanctity. At this moment in time, greed remains preeminent. Thanksgiving is a good example of 
moving a HOLY DAY of being grateful, into one of overeating (greed) and capitalism 
(greed). The sanctified choice is to be THANKFUL on THANKS GIVING.
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new stained glass patterns: October
on eStainedglasspatterns.com

This is the same series of PIKES PEAK
landscapes as a  triptych or set
of four patterns with a border as on page 2

counted cross stitch

you can always tell
how hard I have worked
on custom patterns by
the number of variations
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free pattern for november

Google plus, or  like, or tweet or write a review and you get a free 
pattern (you must email me what you did and the name of any 
pattern, and I will send it)
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